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MUD SLIDES CLOSE ROAD – MAY 29, 2005 
--CHARLOTTE GUNN 

 
Yes, there’s a drought in Idaho…except this month.  Heavy rains earlier in May had pretty well 
soaked the ground.  The downpour on Sunday afternoon was the finishing touch for the Middle 
Fork of the Boise Road, which skirts Lucky Peak and Arrowrock dams.  The steep hillside slid in 
half a dozen places between mileposts 10.3 and 13.8, leaving holiday fishermen and campers 
stranded above, below and between the slides.  We were within three blocks of our friend’s house 
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RIVER RESCUE – MAY 21, 2005 
--CHRIS HARRY 

 
A family (grandparents, father, two children) who had been fishing the Middle Fork of the Boise River 
got their boat wedged in rocks, surrounded by rapids.  When they realized they would not be able to free 
the boat, the father swam for help.  Our pagers went off at approximately 5:15 p.m.  Unfortunately, only 
a few were set off (and several of those people were out of town), so our response was minimal.  I took 
truck 901; Mick Brunson, who is a Boise County Marine Deputy and has experience in river rescue, re-
sponded in his vehicle; Rod Knopp was already on scene as a Boise County deputy. 
 
Upon arrival, it was obvious that this was a difficult situation.  Attempting any kind of rescue would be 
very risky and options were limited.  One possibility was to launch another boat from upstream and at-
tempt a boat-to-boat transfer; this could have intensified the problem by ending up with two stuck boats, 
more stranded people, or worse.  Another option was a Tyrolean high line.  There was a nice big tree on 
the other side, about thirty feet above the river, which would have been a great anchor.  However, there is 
no road access to that side so we would have had to transport people and gear by boat, and on the road 
side there were no good anchors more than a couple of feet off the ground, making a high line very diffi-
cult. 
 
Fortunately, Access Air arrived on scene to offer assistance.  Owner and pilot Jim Hudson checked the 
situation and said “We can do this.”  He removed the doors and left the flight nurse and paramedic on the 
ground to make room for Paul Whittaker, who is Chief of the Robie Creek Fire Department and a swift-
water rescue specialist.  Hudson skillfully hovered over the boat while Whittaker dropped to the deck 
and, one at a time, boosted the stranded boaters into the helicopter for transfer to solid ground.  It was a 
spectacular rescue and our hats are off to Access Air. 
 
Other agencies responding to the distress call included Wilderness Ranch Fire Rescue, Robie Creek Fire 
Rescue, Mores Creek Ambulance, and the National Forest Service.  My apologies if I have missed any-
one. 
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     Photo by Moi Herrera, U.S.F.S. Enforcement Officer 



for an indoor picnic when our pagers went off.  The message indicated multiple mudslides and included 
a report of one car, containing a woman and one or more children, caught in mud up to the windows.  
We dropped off our potato salad and deviled eggs along with a quick apology, and headed back home 
to change clothes and vehicles. 

 
This river road is carved out of the steep cliffs that form the reservoirs’ edges.  It is paved at first, then 
dirt, then narrow dirt, always twisting and with many views straight down into the water.  On this Me-
morial Day weekend, all available parking areas and many accessible shores were covered with cars, 
people, tents, RVs, dogs, pickups and picnics.  We set up base camp at the milepost 9 parking area, 
where a Boise County deputy was stopping traffic and Rod Knopp, marine deputy and IMSARU Coor-
dinator, was organizing response.  (Boise County’s Sheriff Bodie was trapped on the upstream side of 
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Jerry stands ready at base camp.   -Photo by G. Gunn 



the slides.)  We soon learned that many of the people in our area were connected with those beyond the 
first slide and anxious either to get them out or to rejoin them.  A private boat had picked up a couple 
of people who had made their way down to the waterline between slides, but no one knew how many 
others were trapped—and of those, how many even knew there was a problem. 
 
Boise County dispatched a front-end loader; we sent our truck with Ron, Phil and Tom to go as far as 
they could drive and then walk on in to establish communications and reassure people; the rest of us 
prepared the support area for food, water and re-warming, and relayed available information to worried 
people.  Eric and Dave then loaded sandwiches and hot-water beverages into a second truck and drove 
as far in as possible to transport people out when needed.  Their main job, it turned out, was to escort 
an attractive blond on foot back across slides to where her friends were camped; they even carried her 
cooler for her.  (It, of course, turned out to contain the beer.) 
 
By midnight, the road was open again and all trapped vehicles were able to exit except for one that 
would have to wait for a tow truck in the morning.  Vacationers were either back in their camps or 
headed home, and we were more than happy to pack up and head down to the valley, passing cheerful 
campfires still glowing. 
 
IMSARU members responding included:  Rod Knopp (deputy on scene), Jerry Newland (O.L.), Eric 
Zuber, Dave Ritzenthaler, Phil O’Bryan, Ron Moomey, Tom Kearney, Linda Kearney, George Gunn 
and Charlotte Gunn.  We were joined by Salmon SAR member Rick Pruett, who escorted the worried 
mother of 3-year-olds back across the slide area to her family. 
 

MANY THANKS TO: 
 
Glen Hodge, who welded the pull-out bed for our truck 901.  We now can access needed equipment 
without having to unload everything. 
 
Capitol Gypsy Good Sams for a cash donation. 
 
Idaho Capital City Kennel Club for a cash donation. 
 
Jason and Karin Bonham for a cash donation. 
 
We greatly appreciate your support, and all of these gifts will help keep us ready to respond when peo-
ple are in trouble in the back-country. 
 

MOUNTAIN RESCUE ASSOCIATION, INTERMOUNTAIN REGION 
RECERTIFICATION TESTING – JULY 8-10, 2005 

 
The MRA requires recertification every five years in winter rescue skills, technical rock, and search 
management.  Having survived the winter testing hosted by Salt Lake County SAR the first weekend in 
March, we now face the other two parts in July.  Six teams from Idaho and Utah will be recertifying, 
and Ravalli County SAR from Montana will be testing for the first time.  There will be stations for 
high-angle rock, low-angle rock, individual skills, and search problems.  We will also have some eve-
ning activities in addition to the usual telling of tales. 
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We have rented a Forest Service camp outside of Mackay, and will set up the testing problems in the sur-
rounding terrain.  The facilities will be bring-your-own-tent camping, with meals supplied Friday evening 
through Sunday noon by those great cooks from Bonneville County.  Our people will share more informa-
tion about the camp as soon as we are able to get there.  [At press time, Bob Meredith and Bill Lindenau 
are headed up to try again, as the Forest Service says the road is now passable.] 
 
Each team must bring at least five “rescue” members plus two qualified examiners.  Most teams bring 
more to share the work.  Deadline to let us know how many to plan for is June 15.  We really need all pos-
sible IMSARU members for the many tasks.  If you aren’t qualified for the technical tests, you can still do 
your part in organization, logistics, communications, transportation, etc., etc., etc.  The technical team is 
training every Monday evening; a committee of the willing meets most Wednesday evenings for planning; 
the unit training has been focused on this event for months.  Attend meetings, talk to officers and/or tech 
team members, sign up on the whiteboard by June 15, and be part of this project. 
 

NEWLY OPERATIONAL K9 TEAM 
--CHARLOTTE GUNN 

 
An aspiring canine search team faces a lot of hurdles.  For the dog there are an obedience test, an agility 
test, socialization tests such as willingness to be handled by someone other than the handler, demonstration 
of physical soundness and endurance, and of course devotion to the search game.  The handler must dem-
onstrate competence in navigation, communications and search strategy, and must be an active member of 
the larger IMSARU group.  (We do not accept those who want to do only canine search.)  All of the above 
demand a huge investment of time, energy and want-
ing to learn—along with maturity and a sense of hu-
mor when one’s dog decides to do something embar-
rassing.  This training eventually leads to the field 
test for the canine team’s discipline.  (Our teams start 
with the handler’s choice of wilderness area scent or 
tracking/trailing, though many add other disciplines 
later.) 
 
On May 7, Linda Kearney and Smokey took their 
field test up at Bogus Basin ski area.  This is always 
at some 6,000 feet of elevation, steep, with many 
wooded and brushy areas.  This day, it also still had 
snowdrifts, cold rain and fog/clouds so thick one 
sometimes couldn’t see more than 20 feet.  Debra 
Baker, volunteer subject, sat out there in the wet cold 
for a couple of hours, and we really thank her for her 
cheerful presence.  Examiners Winston Cheyney, 
George Gunn and Jerry Newland were happy to an-
nounce that the team passed and are now ready to 
participate in mission calls.  Congratulations, Linda 
and Smokey!  [Note:  Becoming operational does 
NOT mean the end of training, which is on-going for 
the rest of the team’s active life.] 
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Linda and Smokey are ready to search.  -Photo by C. Gunn 



CALENDAR 
 
June 7  SAR Training – Incident Command System   7:30 p.m. 
          At the Compound 
 
June 14 SAR Training – Search     7:30 p.m. 
          At the Compound 
 
June 18-19 SAR Field Training – Mock Mission   Time & Place TBA 
 
June 21 SAR Training – Litter Attendant – Scree Evacuation 7:30 p.m. 
          At the Compound 
 
June 28 Business Meeting      7:30 p.m. 
          At the Compound 
 
July 5  Tie up loose ends for the Recertification Weekend  7:30 p.m. 
          At the Compound 
 
July 7-10 RECERTIFICATION WEEKEND – ALL members needed for teams, 
  evaluators, logistics, etc. 
 
July 12  De-brief and celebration     7:30 p.m. 
          At the Compound 
 
July 19  Medical Training      7:30 p.m. 
          At the Compound 
 
July 23  K9 Team Training – Contact George Gunn at 378-7787 
 
July 26  Business Meeting      7:30 p.m. 
          At the Compound 
 
July 30  Nampa Police Dept. Safety Fair    10 a.m.-3 p.m. 
 
Aug. 2  Preparations for the Western Idaho Fair?   7:30 p.m. 
          At the Compound 
 
Aug. 6  K9 Team Training – Contact Tom Kearney at 321-1175 
 
Aug. 9  Load Corn Booth materials     7:30 p.m. 
          At the Compound 
 
Aug. 13-14 Set up Corn Booth at the Fairgrounds   All Day, until done 
 
Aug. 19-28 Corn Booth at the Western Idaho Fair   10 a.m. – Midnight 
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ADA COUNTY KIDS’ SAFETY DAY – MAY 21, 2005 
--TOM KEARNEY 

 
The annual Kids’ Safety Day was held at the Western Idaho Fairgrounds, with sunny blue skies and 
warm temperatures assuring a good turnout for the event.  It started at 10 a.m., by which time Dan and 
Kris Scovel had the shelter up, the video playing and the other bits and pieces in their proper places.  
They set up items on the table to show what should be in a pack when hiking.  I brought the desig-
nated PR dog, Breeze.  Although she seemed disappointed that we were not going to be tracking 
someone, she settled right in.   
 
Over the next six hours, we were visited by many families—some drawn to the exhibit by the dog in 
orange, others by the people in orange.  While Dan and Kris dispensed valuable survival tips and ex-
plained about IMSARU, Breeze was content to accept treats and belly rubs from the kids (and par-
ents).  My primary task was to assure that Breeze behaved, and to prevent the “little darlings” from 
abusing her.  The latter was the most challenging—the kids weren’t on lead.  Aside from an occa-
sional pulled tail or poked ear, the dog had a pretty good day.  Even the helicopter landing and taking 
off didn’t keep her from hamming it up. 
 
We received many positive comments from the attendees, and some expressed interest in attending a 
meeting.  Dan and Kris did a great job of explaining who we are and what we do.  I think we all en-
joyed being out in the good weather, and are looking forward to doing it again next year.  And this 
was our first chance to use the “This is IMSARU” presentation prepared for us by the BSU Technical 
Communications class; thanks again to Roger Munger and his students! 
 

CORN BOOTH!  CORN BOOTH!  CORN BOOTH! 
 
Yes, we’ll all be tired after the MRA recertification in July, but we’ll have a couple of weeks to gather 
up more energy for the Western Idaho Fair, August 19-28.  Funds raised here are a very large part of 
our budget and it takes a whole bunch of people to make it work.  Volcanic Farms will again supply 
our fresh corn daily, and our members, families and friends will husk, boil, butter, wrap and sell the 
good stuff.  Our contract obligates us to sell from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. each day, so we run a day shift 
and a night shift.  Several people—members and others—have already expressed their willingness, but 
we will need everyone to make it work. 
 
Plan now to help set up the booth on August 13-14 (about 20 people needed), work several shifts dur-
ing the fair, and help take down the booth after the 28th.  Talk to your friends, neighbors, family mem-
bers (including teenage children), co-workers, and offer them the opportunity to help; it really can be 
fun as well as a service. 
 

THE GREAT POTATO RACE—MAY 14, 2005 
--LINDA KEARNEY 

 
It was a sunny morning in May with a bit of a breeze—a little warmer than most runners would like, 
but with the promise of a wonderful day.  Our crew met at the Compound at 7:30 a.m.  Ron headed for 
the finish line to set up.  Rod, Chris, Doug and I went to aid stations along the way, for the early part 
of the race.  Dave covered the race by bike—not an easy task—and I gave out some moleskin at mile 
8.  Then when most of the runners had passed, we were called to move down to the finish line.  As the 
day was getting warmer, we knew it was going to be busy at the end. 



We treated blisters, scrapes from people falling, pulled muscles, dehydration and general fatigue.  The 
runners’ high as they came across the finish line was flowing that day.  One person finished ten min-
utes behind the time she wanted and was very disappointed, but the fact was that she did the race—a 
full marathon.  Most people were happy to get across the finish line, the feeling of accomplishment 
great. 
 
This race has fringe benefits for the volunteers; that means we get tee-shirts and food.  They serve 
baked potatoes (of course), fruit and bagels.  Well, I should say some of us received food.  Poor Ron 
had no luck that day.  Things were quiet, so Ron thought it would be a good time to get a potato.  He 
went over to stand in line, leaving Doug and me to man the station.  A woman ran over, yelling that a 
person had collapsed behind the food tent.  Doug and I ran to follow her but I had a bad feeling.  Ron 
had just gotten to the front of the line with his potato in hand when I told him we needed him.  He left 
the potato there and followed me.  What we found was an unresponsive person.  I called 911 while 
Doug and Ron worked on him.  Dave had just returned from a bike check and helped also until the 
EMTs arrived to take the subject to the hospital.  (It turned out to be a fatal heart attack.) 
 
We went back to the first aid station and did some more ice packs for runners, then it was quiet again.  
Ron went back to try again for a snack.  He came back with his hot potato and had just sat down when 
a runner came in panting and shaking.  He could barely breathe and wanted oxygen.  We called 911 
again.  The EMTs arrived and the runner received his oxygen.  Doug went and got him some fruit, and 
before long the subject was fine.  He refused transport to the hospital. 
 
Now poor Ron’s potato was cold.  He mentioned trying for another one, and I’m sorry to say I gave 
him a very dirty look—I thought we’d had enough excitement for one day!  Ron gave up and ate the 
lunch he had brought with him.  The rest of the day went smoothly. 
 
IMSARU members participating were:  Chris Harry, Linda Kearney, Doug Knapp, Rod Knopp, Ron 
Moomey and Dave Ritzenthaler. 
 

RECONNAISSANCE AND TECHNICAL TRAINING – MAY 14, 2005 
--MARTHA VANDIVORT 

 
On the evening of May 13, a convoy took off from the Compound to examine the site we plan to use 
when hosting the MRA regional recertification in July and to work on our technical skills.  Bob had 
gone ahead to explore and find a place to work.  The convoy passed through Arco and turned onto Pass 
Creek Road in the dark at about 10:30 p.m.  After searching for Bob for some time, the group settled 
down for the night.  Kris arrived early the next morning and spotted Bob’s vehicle off the road at about 
the same time that the group had reached Bob via radio.  There’s a whole saga of missed communica-
tions—darkness, assumptions, radios, hand-drawn maps, who was asleep when—to explain why the 
group had not gotten together the previous night. 
 
The road to the recertification camp was still closed by snow, so we proceeded to the place Bob had 
chosen for work.  Since it lacked easy anchors, some ingenuity and testing were required to set up an-
chors for a lowering system.  Bill was the patient attendant and rode the 150 feet down with the litter.  
Some of us practiced rappelling.  Cleaning up the equipment was followed by the long drive back to 
Boise, with a stop in Fairfield for supper. 
 
IMSARU members attending were Marc Buursink, Bill Lindenau, Mac Mackintosh, Bob Meredith, 
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Phil O’Bryan, Darcy Robinson, Phil Sander, Dan Scovel, Martha Vandivort, Kris Walker and 
Tom Wheless. 
 
[Editor’s Note to all the other Intermountain MRA teams who are awaiting more information 
about the site for July testing:  Remember that you wanted IMSARU to host this one and that 
you said you did NOT want to be at low altitude in the heat.  We will get there as soon as we 
can, and will let you know as soon as we know.] 
 

THE RACE TO ROBIE CREEK – APRIL 16, 2003 
CHARLOTTE GUNN 

 
High Noon!  Starting time for the racers, echoes of old movies, theme of this year’s race—all in 
two little words.  As usual, we worried about the weather (predicted high of 75° for race day, 
which is great for spectators but too hot for serious racers) and the conditions underfoot after 
recent rains and late snows.  As usual, we set up and staffed six aid stations, including the major 
tent area at the finish line where paramedics could start hydration IV’s and those whose bodies 
were rebelling could be shielded from sun and curious eyes.  And as usual, we fielded reports of 
“someone down back there a ways”, applied moleskin and TLC, supplied Vaseline and barf 
bags and information, patrolled the picnic area and bus line for those people feeling faint and/or 
nauseous. 

Also as usual, there were many moments of enjoyment.  A couple of participants exited via am-
bulance, but most ran or walked or limped to the finish line where awaited the picnic, the band, 
the awards, the general good feeling.  Signs along the race route went from “Two Kinds of 
Spurs, My Friend:  Boot Spurs and Bone Spurs” to “The Good, The Bad and the Ugly Hill” to 
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Jennifer and Cori treat sore feet at the end of the Race to Robie Creek.  Photo by G. Gunn 



“$ Reward for any Horse, Fast or Slow.”  The “Sin Station” was more spectacular than usual—at least 
some of the female costumes were—and there was a real wedding at the summit for two young people 
who reportedly had met as racers at a different location, started today’s race single and ended it married. 
 
The Race to Robie Creek is one of our favorite public service events, and we greatly appreciate the Sail-
toads who organize this stupendous event for thousands of people, and the other volunteers who pitch in 

to staff the water and food stations, communicate via ham radio, keep track of everyone, clean up trash, 
etc., etc., etc.  “The toughest race in the northwest” has to also be one of the most enjoyable and we are 
proud of our long association with it. 
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 The Race to Robie Creek is not a small event.  -Photo by B. Lindenau 

Aid station at the finish line, before the runners arrive. -Photo by B. Lindenau 



IMSARU members running included Brad Acker, Jim Cooper (over-and-back), Phil O’Bryan and 
probably others I did not see.  Those working included Marc Buursink, Richard Clemens, Todd Cul-
ley, Marcie Dodge, Ann Finley, Charlotte Gunn, George Gunn, Linda Kearney, Tom Kearney, Bill 
Lindenau, Ron Moomey, Jeff Munn, Jennifer Newland, Jerry Newland, Dave Ritzenthaler, Dan 
Scovel, Kris Scovel, Janine Townsend, Cori Tremayne, Martha Vandivort, Tom Wheless, and Eric 
Zuber.  Special thanks to Mick Brunson, Rod Knopp, Ron Moomey and Leslie Robertson for orga-
nizing our participation.  Martha gets the gold star for above-and-beyond expectations:  From station 
1 she ended up transporting a migraine victim around to the finish to pick up purse with car keys, 
partway back to the subject’s car, back to the finish to find the keys that weren’t in the purse, and fi-
nally back to the subject’s car. 
 

WASHINGTON STATE SAR CONFERENCE—MAY 16-22, 2005 
--CHARLOTTE GUNN 

 
What do you want to learn?  Effective Decision Making on Incidents, Backcountry/Wilderness Haz-
ards, Search Theory for Searchers?  How about Practical GPS for SAR, Eating and Dressing to Re-
spond, Avalanche Rescue Transceiver, or Roughland Evacuation?  The weekend basic conference 
offered about 85 different classes, with most available at more than one time.  That wasn’t enough for 
the four of us IMSARU members who traveled all the way to Leavenworth, so…. 
 

George Gunn and Linda Kearney took the three-day pre-conference Mantracking class with Joel Har-
din.  They tracked through perhaps the worst weather of their experience and watched the local bear 
come down to check out the cadaver evidence at the simulated crime scene for the third day.         
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A small part of the encampment. -Photo by C. Gunn 



Mac Macintosh spent his three pre-conference days on Rope Rescue I/II, which cut into his avail-
ability for charming young women with his New Zealand accent.  Xena and I loafed on Wednesday 
but spent Thursday at the K9 Intermediate Water Search seminar with Deb Tirmenstein and Stacie 
Chandler, which included route-finding to the sites, land cadaver, shoreline cadaver, diver location, 
and one cadaver problem from the boat before the storm drove us off the lake. 
 
Then we attended the main conference.  Among the many choices, two that I especially appreciated 
were the Field First Aid for Your Canine Teammate by Dr. Plischke, a Canadian veterinarian; and 
Scent Behavior for Search Dog Handlers by Chris Boyer and Ben Ho.  Both of these sessions were 
crammed with usable and motivating information for canine handlers.  Dr. Plischke was aided by a 
“demo dog,” that accepted all kinds of handling and bandaging but did not hesitate to look pitiful.  
And my reaction to the Scent Behavior class went from “What could possibly take four hours on 
that subject?” to “How did they cram so much information into so little time?” 
 
The food was good, the primitive camping was as advertised—a big open field—but with lots of 
porta-potties and discount rates for showers at the local KOA, and the crowd was huge at about 
1,000 people.  This is a humungous organizational job, and I hope the good folks of Chelan County 
have had some time to relax since the event.  Now if only they could do something about that Wash-
ington rain…. 

 It’s amazing what mantrackers can find.    Photo by G. Gunn 
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